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Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks 

McBride's Lookout and adjacent areas 
Sunday 1st February 

Leader          : Carole Weekes 49546108 
Depart.         : 7am 
Journey        : 80 km  $8 
Grade           : M34 
Estimated walking time: 5 hrs  Total of all 
uphill sections: 150 m Pace: average Terrain: 

tracks, trails, sand, rocks, some bush with 
neither tracks nor trails  Expect: hot conditions, 
insects, good views. 
This will be an easy walk, and as there is quite 
a high tide at around 9.30am, the order in which 
we cover the various sections will be 
determined by this. The plan is to leave the cars 
at Ball Bay, walk along the beach to access the 

From the Editor 
 
I hope you all had a great break over the Christmas/New Year period with some adventures thrown in. 
Garry and I completed a tough 10 day backpack in a very remote area – Stewart Island which is the most southern 
island of New Zealand. The day after we returned home I had to go away for a 3 day work conference. I left Garry 
with instructions to do a write up for our trip and he was very diligent and sat down and wrote a short novel. I will 
include it on the end of the electronic newsletter. His justification was an epic walk deserves an epic write up. 
If anyone else has had an interesting holiday and would like to share it, send me a write up so I can include it in the 
next newsletter. 
Thanks to Kate for the beautiful drawing she has created for the front page of our newsletter. 
Just a reminder that this time of the year, the weather can be very unpredictable and makes walks planning very 
difficult. Often walks have to be cancelled or changed, sometimes with only short notice and I will always email out 
the changes. It is a good idea to check emails the evening before a walk. 

Key to Walks Grading System 
Distance   Terrain     Terrain 
 
S = short – under 5km 1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub  1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners 
M = medium – 5-10km 4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,  4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required 
L = long – over 10km Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only  
                                               8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock 
                                               Scrambling using hands, technical 

All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before 
undertaking your walk. 

Items for the next newsletter should 
be sent to 
jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
prior to 22nd February. 

Our Publicity Officer is June Bradley 

zippa2@southernphone.com.au 
Please email June any photos you think would 
look good in the newspaper 
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trail to Halliday Bay, walk to the Seaforth end of 
Halliday Bay for some rock-hopping, come back 
to the southern end and climb up to McBride's 
Lookout, and we may go off track on the way 
back to walk around the rocky headland back to 
Ball Bay, depending on the weather, the tide, 
and the wishes of the participants. Please bring 
plenty of water, hat and sunblock. 
 

St. Helen's Creek 
Sunday: 8 February 

Leader: Kate Brunner (katcalen@hotmil.com, 
or 49588436) 
Depart: 6am 
Journey: 140kms $14 
Estimated Walking time: 7hours?.... flexible 
Map Ref: Calen 740806 
Grade:  S73 
This walk follows St Helens creek upwards. 
There is no track, we either walk in water, on 
rocks or scramble through tangle. Since this 
creek has a strong flow and plenty of nice fresh 
water this time of the year we might be able to 
form two groups. One for people who are not 
keen on creek crossings and rock hopping but 
like to swim and soak in cool shady pools, 
watch butterflies and turtles etc.   
Another group for people who might like to 
explore further and are happy with any terrain. 
We could follow the first major junction on the 
left along a flattish stretch, for as far as we can 
make it till we decide it's halfway time. I wear 
shoes that handle walking in water (like Dunlop 
Volley's or old runners, not too slippery soles 
are good).  

 
 

Back Of Finch Hatton 
15 February 2015   

Leader:        Frances Eiteneuer     4957 6028 
Depart:         7:00am 
Journey:      130kms $13.00 
Map Ref:       Mirani 703607 
Grade:           M55 
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all 
uphill sections: 250 m  Pace: slow to 
average.  Terrain: very uneven in 
places.    Vegetation: open forest, Expect: 
steep slopes. long grass.  
The walk will start at the Finch Hatton water 
tank.  We will follow a ridge to the top.  There 

will be lots of time for rests in suitable areas to 
admire the views down in the Pioneer Valley 
and east to the coast.    
The day should not be too demanding, but all 
morning we will be working our way uphill.  The 
pace will be as easy as we need it to be.  Lunch 
will be enjoyed from a great vantage point at 
the top of the ridge.  The trip home will be a 
little easier and quicker as it is all downhill.   
 Please ensure you bring enough food and 
water for the whole day. 
 

 
Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm 

Wednesday 18th February 
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and 
Community Support Association Centre 60 
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and 
visitors welcome. Induction by Carole and 
Frances 
 

Boulder Creek 
Sunday 22nd February 

Leader:  Coral Morgan  49578474 
Depart:  6am 
Grade:  S86 
Journey:  130Kms  $13 
Map Ref: Mirani  757 751 GDA94 
Estimated Walking Time 6 to 7 hours, Total of 
all uphill Sections: 200m, Pace: steady (as 
slow as the leader), Terrain: Rainforest with 
vines and moonlighter, boulder strewn creek. 
Expect: difficult creek crossings and some 
serious rock hopping, great opportunities for 
swimming, NO leeches. 
Boulder Creek, noted for its water quality, is in 
the Mt Charlton area. We commence on private 
property and walk or 4WD to the edge of the 
scrub before making our way upstream to an 
impressive double waterfall with a lovely deep 
swimming hole between the falls. As we will 
probably walk some of the way beside the 
creek, long sleeves to protect against 
moonlighter stinging plants should be 
considered. Enormous scrub fowl mounds and 
strange fig tree roots have been observed in 
this area. We will be returning via the same 
route. PLEASE NOTE THE EARLIER 
STARTING TIME, leaving town at 6am. 
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Eimeo Creek To Reliance Creek and Back 
Sunday 1st March 

Leader: Daphne Goodson 0417 706 240 
Depart:  7am from Mackay, or 7.30 from Eimeo 
Creek car park. 
Journey: 30k - $3.00 
Grade: L24 
Estimated walking time: 4-5 hours Total of all 
uphill: negligible Pace: average Terrain: level 
beach and a few rocks Vegetation: Very little – 
mangroves at northern end. Some of the walk 
will be on a sealed track through coastal 
vegetation. Expect: sandflies, heat and 
possibly rain, but also stunning 
scenery. The plan is to walk from the northern 
bank of Eimeo Creek, near the Bucasia 

Caravan Park, to Shoal Point picnic area, and 
then head on to the mouth of Reliance Creek, 
which is about 7 kilometres, and then to make 
the return journey. It usually takes about 90 
minutes from Bucasia to Shoal Point, and then 
another 45 minutes from Shoal Point to 
Reliance Creek, but don't forget to multiply all 
this by two. There are many beautiful spots for 
drink stops and lunch, and it will be a relaxed 
day, but incorporating a fair walk as well.  
This is well suited to beginners, and those 
wanting a shorter walk can meet us, or leave, at 
Shoal Point picnic area. 
 

 
Previous Activities 

 
Crediton Hall Camp 

29th and 30th November 
 

This was an easy, relaxed backpack weekend for the seven participants. It was June’s first backpack 
camp and I think she thoroughly enjoyed the experience and will be back to tackle some more with us. 
We had lunch at Broken River before strolling with packs to Crediton Hall in the afternoon. Tents were 
soon erected and most of us opted to have dinner on the verandah of the hall out of the wind but Fran B 
put the BBQ to good use and cooked up some sausages – unfortunately not enough for all of us. The 
next morning we packed up and headed back to Broken River once again for lunch. Along the way we 
met up with Paul who walked into meet up with us. He was disappointed that none of us would allow 
him to carry our packs back for us. 
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Christmas Camp 
6th and 7th December 

 
This is the first time we have held the camp at the Caravan Park at Eungella and it was 
a roaring success. We had a lovely shady of the area park to ourselves and we arrived 
during Saturday afternoon to erect tents. Paul opted to go in style and booked the cabin 
at the park and Edie and Bill chose to stay at the Chalet. Garry and Bill were celebrating 
their birthdays on the Saturday so we had cake with our afternoon tea. We walked to 
the chalet for dinner before returning to the park to kick up our heels. Some opted for a 
night walk to look for nocturnal creatures while the rest of us partied late into the night. 
Our rule of what happens on camp stays on camp still applies but Paul really cracked 
us up when he retreated to his cabin and returned dressed to party. I will let the photo 
speak for itself. 
Sunday morning after packing up camp we walked across the road to the Eungella 
Markets to peruse the goodies on sale. It was a pleasant way to complete a great 
weekend. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

CQ Helicopter Visit 
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Eungella tracks 
18th January 2015 

 
Eight intrepid Bushwalkers set off from the usual meeting place for the first official walk of the year, the 
traditional Eungella tracks, with a bit of a twist in that we were to do Chalet to Broken river and return, 
dispensing with the need for a car shuffle to Crediton.  We were hoping to escape some of the high 
temperatures and humidity at the elevated site. We became nine at Marian where we picked up new 
member Barry. 
 
It was good to get back in the bush again, and we made good pace to sky window. Edie's new app did a 
good job of recording distance and speed, averaging 3.2 k/hr to Sky Window, but as we sat still for 
morning tea it suddenly added another kilometre leg and said we were moving at 22.6 k/ hr. Well, even 
the most technologically inept of us know that was not right, so it got switched off! We did do the Sky 
Window circuit, a paved path suitable for wheelchairs, allowing anyone to admire the fantastic views 
down the Pioneer valley. 
 
Everyone had been plagued by leeches by this stage, mopping up blood and getting the little suckers off 
our toes that they had managed to wriggle their way in to. New boy Barry had trialled several natural oils 
as a deterrent and said lavender oil would do the trick, and graciously shared his oil. It might have made 
us smell a little sweeter (we were pretty putrid with sweat by this time!) and gave us a false sense of 
security from the leeches, but it wasn't long before they were sucking our precious blood again. It was 
as if they had heard we were back and would all come out for a feed.......wonder what they eat when we 
are not there? 
 
Along the way we met some young walkers coming from Broken River, and stopped for a chat. We were 
enjoying each other's company, catching up on holiday gossip, and particularly amazed at the tales 
Jenny and Garry told about their adventure in Stewart Island, and the rugged terrain they traversed. 
Eungella Tracks must have seemed a walk I the park for them! But what a beautiful park, I think we 
become quite complacent sometimes about this beautiful resource we have right on our doorstep. 
 
To brighten things up a bit Edie decided to do a spectacular trip / fall / stumble ending in a triple 
somersault and wedged on her rear between two trees. Degree of difficulty 10, elegance minus 3. Great 
start for the year, and setting the standard! 
 
By the time we got to Broken River we were ready for a cooling ice cream and / or drink from the kiosk. 
After lunch we were going under the bridge again when someone spotted a playful platypus, what an 
honour to be able to watch these amazing little creatures. As we crossed the cascades the water looked 
inviting but no one opted for a swim. 
 
The return journey was uneventful, and 22 km later we arrived back at the Chalet, wet with sweat but 
feeling good to have faced the challenge to get away from watching the tennis or cricket and get out in 
the great outdoors. A great start to the year for bushwalking...may it only get better. 
 
Thank you to Daphne for organisation, and to Clive for leading in her absence. 
 
Edie 
 

 



Stewart Island (New Zealand) 

North West Circuit 
28-12-2014 to 6-01-2015 

 

Stewart Island, alias Adventure Island, Awesome Island, Mud Island or maybe even Skull Island to 

some, lies about 30km’s south of the South Island across Foveaux Strait. 

 

Dan’s tales of the remote North West Circuit trail, the pristine environment and the likelihood of having 

to step over live Kiwi lured Kathy, Cheryl, Fran, Jenny and myself to join him on what promised to be a 

walk of epic proportions. 

Ten days walking with nine nights in huts on the trail. Being about 125km in total, that’s an average of 

12.5km a day, a piece of cake we thought. 

 

Jenny and I were to meet the others in Invercargill to catch the ferry over. We chose to arrive in 

Christchurch a few days early just for the fun of it. 

Lucky we did as Virgin Airlines managed to lose Jenny’s backpack, with all her walking gear in it. The 

pack never came to Christchurch with our plane. After much drama, frustration and confusion we picked 

it up 4 days later at Invercargill airport, the day before embarking on the ferry over to Stewart Island. 

Well done Virgin, thanks for a good start. 

We weighed our packs at Invercargill Airport whilst killing time waiting for the others, mine came in at 

24kg’s (ouch) and Jenny’s at 20.7kg’s. There was a lot of food in there. 

 

     
 

Lee Bay to Bungaree Hut 

We six hardy souls started out from Lee Bay on an easy section of the great walk graded track to Port 

William, then continuing on to Bungaree Hut on the North West Circuit Trail that same day. 

It was a great start with a spectacular finish at Big Bungaree Beach with awesome scenery of little 

islands in crystal clear water. 

It was here that we began to meet some of the characters we would share our journey with. 

The last section of track gave us an indication of what was yet to come. There was a distinct difference 

between the Great Walk graded track and the North West Circuit Track. 

 



    
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bungaree Hut to Christmas Village Hut 

Next morning was a relatively easy walk through magnificent forest. A few creek/gully crossings were in 

order as were some “ups”. 

The highlight for me was coming down onto Murray Beach in spectacular sunny and calm weather. 

What a beach, on this particular day I thought it would rival anything in the Whitsundays. 

Gabriella a young professional ballet dancer from New York took our picture for us. We are all smiles  

We spent quite a bit of time there, at the campsite shelter making cups of tea and such. 

 

From the beach it was an easy 1.5k’s along a flat board walked section (sheer luxury). 

Soon the North West Circuit Track showed its true colours and began to throw everything at us. 

There were headlands to get over and several creek/gully crossings, no problem except the track 

degenerated into an assortment of tangled tree roots. Progress slowed considerably. 

It was here that the track began to take its toll on Dan’s knees with lots of stepping up, over, down, 

through and around all sorts of obstacles. 

 

The forest however was awesome and varied the likes of which you just don’t see in Oz. I for one did 

not mind spending extra time absorbing the sight, sound and smell of it. That’s what I came for. 

 

The day was getting long by the time we staggered over the pebbly beach to Christmas Village Hut. 

Here we met Owen, New Zealand’s answer to Bear Grylls, worth his weight in gold. 

 



    
 

Christmas Village Hut to Yankee River Hut 

The map shows 13 creek crossings but looking at the contours there could be twice as many gullies to 

cross. Unfortunately mud was not marked on the map. 

This was shaping up to be a harder day, although now having done the remainder it was nowhere near 

as tough as what was to come. 

 

We had heard tales and seen pictures of people up to their bums in mud. Let me tell you it was not like 

that. Over your boot and halfway up your gaiter if you weren’t careful was more like it. 

I never used my gaiters the whole trip and did not get my socks muddy (stinky maybe). 

 

It is difficult to describe the trail and do it justice, check out the pictures instead. Sure enough every 

step had to be carefully calculated and planned requiring full concentration but I loved it and the forest it 

went through. I have used the word awesome a couple of times already but that is what it was. 

 

We filled our Billy’s from an unnamed but pretty creek just before Lucky Beach for a cuppa and a break.  

By this stage it was apparent that some were finding the going a little daunting. 

 

Fran was heard to remark that “It’s like Kokoda and you have to carry your own pack”. Well I can’t 

argue seeing how I have not been to Kokoda but Fran has. 

 

Down the track apiece we broke out of the forest onto Lucky Beach. I have no idea what is supposedly 

lucky about it but the spectacular windswept vegetation certainly took my eye. 

Over some sand, over some rocks, through a sprinkle of rain and we were back in the forest again. 

 

Trooper Dan’s knees failed him completely on this section. Progress increased to glacial speed. 

Now if you have ever seen a man in agony but through sheer determination, will power and resilience 

continue on through that terrain for hours without complaining then by god you have to admire and 

respect the big man called Dan. I certainly do. Truly awesome effort Dan! 

 

Time was getting on so we sent the three girls on ahead to the hut whilst Jenny and I walked the big 

man home. 

 



Shortly after, whilst cruising through spectacular forest and ferns, Jenny barely escaped an attack by 

what was thought to be a fierce man eating Stewart Island Kiwi. A hissing noise, a rustle in the ferns 

and a scream (I think that was Jenny). Locals later told us that Kiwi make that noise when startled. 

Unfortunately the scream scared it off so we did not see it. 

 

Meanwhile trooper Dan was still coming. It must have been devastating for him when he came up to me 

and said that he realises that he won’t be able to complete the trek. He had used up just about every bit 

of resilience he had to get this far. We still had a little way to go to the hut. Crestfallen was the only way 

to describe his face. 

 

It was with more than a wee sadness when we finally crossed the verandah of Yankee River Hut with 

Dan a little late in the day knowing that he would be leaving us there. 

We sat him on the verandah amongst the sand flies to give him time to regain his composure and went 

inside to talk to the others. 

 

I barely managed to get out the words that Dan had decided not to continue when the three girls said 

“That is our plan too”. Just like that. 

It took about 2 micro seconds for me to decide that I was going on, I was loving it too much, no way 

was I going back, only just got started, the best is still waiting for me. 

Another 2 micro seconds and Jenny was coming with me. 

 

The new plan was a chopper had been called for Dan and the girls. Weather permitting pickup would 

be first light next day. 

A front and 60 knot wind was forecast across Foveaux Strait, the chopper pilot sounded nervous. 

Dunno about this I thought to myself. 

 

First there were six and then there were only two. 

 

    
 



    
 

 

Yankee River Hut to Long Harry Hut 

Befitting the mood, next morning was overcast and drizzly. Jenny and I had our backpacks and 

raincoats on for an early start, we had to get up and over Black Rock Ridge which looked quite steep 

on the map. 

 

On the verandah there were the goodbyes and I was privileged to receive a handshake and a thank 

you from the Big Man himself. 

There was talk of the chopper now supposedly coming at 9.30am (Might need two trips I thought). 

 

The remaining intrepid two set off for the rest of the adventure. We weren’t even a third of the way 

through it yet. 

 

As bushwalkers we love to start the day with a big hill. Black Rock Ridge was steeper and higher than 

anything previous. Big steps up between tree roots, not many flat spots and of course mud, I had to 

stop often to rest my legs. No photos of that section as it was drizzly and camera put away safe and 

dry. 

We had given ourselves two hours to reach the top based on previous day’s progress but we made it 

much sooner with just the two of us. 

 

At 9.30 and over the top we listened for a chopper, heard some kind of engine far away but it did not 

sound like a chopper or in the right direction. We agreed that if it was trying to lift up Dan plus his pack 

it would make a lot of noise and we would certainly hear it. 

The others might be waiting a while to be rescued we thought. 

 

Through the trees and drizzle and from high above we could see Smoky Beach and the extensive sand 

dunes behind it. 

 

The descent was steeper but the track friendlier on that side of the hill, until we hit the sand dunes. 

Have you ever tried climbing near vertical sand dunes with a 20 something kilo pack on? 

It is hands and knees almost swimming up, 3 strokes forward, 2 strokes back but we made it albeit 

exhausted and covered in damp sand from head to foot. 

I was glad of the drizzle though as it made the sand dunes a little bit easier to walk through. 



 

As we were walking along Smoky Beach proper the sky cleared and the sun came out to reveal yet 

another stunning beach. 

At the far end was a significant size creek system running into the ocean requiring boots off to cross. 

It was so picturesque and beautiful there that we stopped and made cups of tea from the creek. 

Check out the pictures, awesome, best beach yet. 

The sand flies thought so too and eventually chased us off. I turned around at one point and without a 

word of a lie there was a black cloud of them following me, no kidding, truly awesome sand flies. 

 

Up and along a ridge to Long Harry Hut was relatively easy through varied forest turning to more 

coastal type the closer you got to Long Harry. There were some really spectacular wind tangled trees 

and huge boulders beside the track. 

 

I heard this strange choking sound coming from Jenny, sounded sort of like a stuttering “G-g w-k p-w-

a”. She’s having a fit I thought. Eventually it came out properly “Kiwi! Kiwi! Kiwi!” she must have been 

overcome with excitement. 

True enough there it was right on the track, a Stewart Island Kiwi. Funny, it doesn’t look like a man 

eater I thought. 

Jenny managed to get a good picture of the track where once a kiwi stood. I had to drop my pack, 

extract my camera, release it from its carry case then remove it from a plastic bag. I had secured it as it 

had rained again earlier. 

All the same I managed to get a really terrible picture of a Kiwi’s bum disappearing under a bush. 

Our first Kiwi. 

 

Look Long Harry Hut, just over there, you could throw a rock at it. But no, first you have to skirt around 

a large gully down to the beach and back up. 

What spectacular scenery though, cliffs, bays, large rocks in the crystal clear ocean as far as the eye 

can see. This would have to be the best hut location imaginable. You can see it all through the 

windows. Fantastic! 

 

We rolled in at 2pm, second ones there, only young Nathan had beaten us. Plenty of time was available 

for some chores, even managed to squeeze in an afternoon nap. 

 

Shortly afterwards Sophie and Bruce showed up, something is off in here exclaimed Sophie throwing 

open all the windows in a flurry. In fact I’m pretty sure it might have been my socks, I gave them a 

thorough dunking in the tub just in case but I had to catch them first. 

 

Owen alias Bear Grylls turns up, “It’s New Year’s Eve” he says “Ever tried Paua?” 

“Isn’t that a New Zealand beer?” said I, impressing him with my command of the Maori language. 

“Nope, I’ll go down to the ocean and get you some”, was the reply. 

A little later I see him doing a MacGyver on his snorkelling mask with assorted band aids. Seems he 

executed a perfect nose dive on the rocks on the way to the water and smashed up his mask. 

Band aids obviously work well under sea water because sometime later a fine collection of Paua 

appeared. 



It’s not a beer after all, turns out to be Kiwi Abalone, I’m sure you knew that already. 

What a delicacy, especially straight from the sea and roasted over a wood fire, no wonder it costs $100 

a kilo. Keeps you going, didn’t even need my lunch the next day. I want some more. 

 

All in all the easiest, the most varied and spectacular day so far. Simply awesome is the best way to 

describe the day. 

We were both glad we opted out of the chopper. We pondered over what might have happened to the 

others as the wind howled around the somewhat exposed hut that night. 

 

    
 

    
 

    
 

 

Long Harry Hut to East Ruggedy Hut 

Today on paper looks like it should be another relatively easy day, the sun was out but the wind was 

still howling. The prediction of 60 knot winds would have been about right. 



Again being bushwalkers we started with a stiff climb up a ridge from Long Harry, great views were had 

over the top of the hut. 

Following the contours up to an elevation of 200 metres and crossing a few gullies was the order of the 

morning. Spectacular glimpses of the coastline were had from various locations through the forest 

vegetation. 

 

Eventually we were descending a ridge down to Boulder Bay, we were approaching the part of the trip 

that had been terrifying Jenny the most, a 1km stretch of large beach boulders to navigate. It was the 

parks officer at Stewart Island DOC station that had put this fear into her. We could clearly see it arcing 

out into the distance as we descended the ridge. 

 

The wind was absolutely howling, the tide was up, waves and salt spray were crashing in on the beach, 

and a dark looking squall had loomed up over the sea and was threatening to come our way. It was an 

awesome place to be with the sound and movement and action and smells, you just had to be there for 

the atmosphere. I was stoked. We put on our raincoats mainly to keep the wind from making us cold 

and set off over the boulders. 

 

They turned out to be nothing to worry about, sure there were a lot of them but they were stable and 

very walkable even with a heavy pack. We messed around taking photos and absorbing the sheer 

power of the sea and the remote wildness of the place. 

 

Once off Boulder Beach it was a gentle but steady rise over yet another headland to East Ruggedy 

Beach. The track was good, with no gullies to cross but a little mud and mostly coastal vegetation 

allowing our first glimpses of the Rugged Isles as we climbed our way up. 

 

At the top of the headland there was a side track with a sign that simply said “Lookout”. We both 

ducked in unison. Someone had roughly etched on it “2 minutes” in tiny kindergarten writing, probably 

using a sharpened kiwi beak. We threw our packs down and headed up the 100 metres of pure 

unadulterated mud to the lookout. Wow, the track ended on a little rocky outcrop, the wind buffeted us 

so strongly it threatened to send us over the edge. It was near impossible to hold a camera still. 

 

What a view, we could see the Rugged Islands right before us, East Ruggedy Beach in all its glory, 

right up the valley of the Ruggedy Stream and over to the Ruggedy Mountain Range beyond. 

In the distance we could even pick out the pass through the Ruggedy Mountains that we would have to 

tackle tomorrow (gulp). 

We would have liked to have stayed up there longer and absorb some more but the wind was 

threatening to rip the shirts clean off our backs, so we had no choice but to come down. 

Simply awesome! 

 

The decent was steep but again relatively easy with excellent views spread out before us. Soon enough 

we were on the coastal flat heading for the sand dunes behind East Ruggedy Beach. 

But first there was a creek to cross, Ruggedy Stream to be precise, no bridge and no clear directions, 

until we looked around a bit. We had to wade, boots off again. It felt great to put the tired feet in the cool 

water. 



Sand, sand and some more sand, it was like walking across the Sahara but with better views. At least 

this time the dunes where not vertical, they just never seemed to end. 

Soft sand is not what you look forward to at the end of the day but I loved the scenery, even the dunes 

looked great. The sheer size of it was simply awesome. 

 

There it is a glimpse of the East Ruggedy Hut, up there just above the Dune line. Then it was gone. It 

seemed to take forever to get there. For quite some time there was talk of it having been a mirage. 

 

Most of the other walkers had beaten us there, only Gabriella and Owen came in later. We were tired, 

ready for an early dinner and off to bed. 

At 8.00pm waking us from our sleep was a herd of elephants crashing into the hut. It was another two 

hours before the walls ceased shaking. 

With fresh eyes in the morning it turned out that the elephants were in fact four young fit army reserve 

guys, to be new members of our travelling menagerie. They had come all the way from Yankee River in 

one day. 

Why is everyone else less than half our age? Is there something we should know? 

 

Another simply awesome day! 

 

    
 

    
 



    
 

 

East Ruggedy Hut to Big Hellfire Hut 

I can’t quite put my finger on it but something about the name Big Hellfire is disturbing. It breeds 

connotations of something unspeakably evil. Perusing the map reinforces that very feeling, through the 

Ruggedy Mountains and on up a ridge to Hellfire itself. 

 

Today is the first of two of the longest days all in a row. An early start is in order. The young’uns were 

mostly still in bed when we left. Returning the favour from the night before, we tried to be as quiet as 

possible so as not to disturb them. 

 

We flew from the hut to West Ruggedy Beach in record time. We arrived there quicker than the time 

written on the signage, seems like we were getting tougher by the minute. 

Coming down towards West Ruggedy Beach reminded me of walking in an old glacier bed. Later I 

revised this to be like walking on the Moon. Funny, because I have never done either of those two 

things, it was a sandy, rocky, spiky and colourful jumble, perhaps one of my favourite parts. 

 

The beach itself and the atmosphere were truly awesome, with rocky views in both directions, complete 

with Red Head Peak and North Red Head at the far end. The wind was blowing, sea spray and mist 

was everywhere and we had it all to ourselves. 

Driftwood was piled high and wide, every assorted piece of weathered natural timber you could ever 

wish to find. This was a forager’s paradise. 

 

Up off the beach and on the way to the Ruggedy Pass, four young strapping fellows with huge packs 

came belting up the track behind us. We heard them from a kilometre away and had already moved 

ourselves safely to the side of the track lying in ambush. 

They turned out to be the Elephants from the night before. “Did you hear about the group that got split 

up?” they said. “We had, that was us” I replied. “You must be the other two” they said. Dan had given 

them a message to pass on to us. They told us how the chopper had not come after all. Instead a water 

taxi was supposedly on its way. We hoped it was. The others will have to tell that story when they get 

back. 

 

Eventually the Ruggedy Pass was before us. Now this is the part that I had feared most. 



Yes it was steep, I had to stop often. My leg’s felt like hellfire on the inside. But at the top we were still 

smiling, it wasn’t that bad, it was nothing at all compared to the Dray track. 

 

Descending on the other side gave us our first glimpse of Codfish Island off in the distance. It was a 

long descent down to Waituna Bay, from here we got spectacular close up views of the Western side of 

the Ruggedy Mountains contrasted against the colourful coastal vegetation. 

 

A large group of international youngsters passed us from the opposite direction. They said “Did you 

hear about the guy that got choppered off”? “Yeah” was the reply, “That was our mate Dan”. 

Seems Dan was becoming something of a Stewart Island legend. 

 

From the bay it was all up a long ridge to Big Hellfire hut. The track had some decidedly unfriendly 

sections and was hard work through gullies and a few ups and downs.   

 

Suddenly, as we approached the hut at an elevation of roughly 200 metres, appear huge sand dunes. 

“What the hell are they doing here half way up a mountain?” I said to myself in disbelief. We hear 

yelling and screeching up ahead, my god what is going on? 

I struggle over a sand dune peak and there before me, believe it or not, after a hard days slog to get 

here are four young Elephants running around sand surfing! 

I can’t remember ever having had such energy to burn. 

 

Jenny, urging me on with a stinging “dissertation” centred on her opinion of having to deal with those 

very same sand dunes at the end of a long day, deprived me of the opportunity to join in the sand 

surfing competition. We continued on to the hut instead. 

 

Another awesome hut location, from the windows there were spectacular views of Benson Peak above 

in one direction and the Ruggedy Flats and the Double Lakes down below in another. 

 

    
 



    
 

    
 

    
 

Big Hellfire Hut to Mason’s Bay Hut 

Studying the map is a bit scary, (I don’t know why I keep doing it). Continue on up this same Hellfire 

Ridge to the highest point on the North West Circuit track, an un-named peak of 399m in the middle of 

the ridge. Then back down to sea level at Little Hellfire Beach. Then back up to 300m over Mason’s 

Head. Then back down to sea level at Mason’s Bay for a lengthy beach walk to the next hut. 

I was glad I hadn’t wasted any energy teaching the youngsters my sand surfing techniques after all. 

 

The four young army reserve fellows (alias Elephants) were going to skip Mason’s hut and go all the 

way to Freshwater in one day. Awesome! 

We said our goodbyes to them, thinking it unlikely that we would catch up to them. I offered them a little 

snippet of elderly wisdom. “Before you go sneaking up on the enemy, perhaps you should hone your 

stealth tactics a little” I advised. They laughed. Now that I think of it, they were always laughing. 

 



It was a reasonably stiff climb in places but the reward was spectacular views back over the Ruggedy 

Mountains and Codfish Island if you remembered to turn around and look at them. 

 

Just before the top in mossy sections of the track I saw what looked to be lots of bushwalking stick 

holes. Couldn’t be I thought, there is no one else here. I said to Jenny, “This looks like it could be Kiwi 

country, I’m going to keep my beady eyes open”.  

Those words had just barely escaped my lips when I heard a slight rustling noise beside me. I looked 

sideways and said, “There’s one”, just like that. Of course Jenny refused to believe me at first but there 

it was not five feet away, another fierce Stewart Island Man Eater. I froze in my tracks in sheer terror, 

look how long and sharp that beak is. But I did not scream. 

This time I had my camera at hand. Wild Kiwis really don’t care that you are standing next to them. 

They just keep on going about their Kiwi business unperturbed. Awesome, our second Kiwi! 

 

A short time later we were at the peak at 400m elevation (well 399m actually but we stood on a rock). 

Just then Bruce and Sophie appeared as planned to take our photo on the top, how fortuitous, perfect 

timing. 

It was awesome up there you could see everything. Ahead was a spectacular view of Little Hellfire 

Beach, even the extremities of Mason’s Bay could be seen behind it in the far distance. 

Not so enticing was Mason’s Head between the two, do we have to go over that. It looked like a long 

way and it was. 

The Ruggedy’s and Codfish Island could still be clearly seen behind us. 

 

After following the top of the ridge with awesome views for another couple of kilometres it was time for 

the descent back to sea level and Little Hellfire Beach. A good test for the knees, down, down, then 

some steeper down. During the ordeal fantastic views of Little Hellfire Beach were unfolding before us. 

At the beach, you guessed it, sand dunes! 

I left Jenny collapsed at the edge of the dunes. With saucepan in hand and pack on the ground I was 

off over the dunes to a promising looking creek, to return with resources for a sustaining cup of soup 

each. 

 

Little Hellfire Beach was, well awesome. The dunes proved to be easily traversed, revealing a 

spectacular mostly sandy beach, bright sunshine and blue water with bleached breaking waves. 

Scattered all over the beach were literally thousands of bluebottle jellyfish. “Not swimming here”, I 

thought. They popped as you walked along. 

At the far end the beach turned to pebbles on such an angle that the waves made a spectacular deep 

rumbling sound as they rolled in. 

 

It was time, now Mason Head had to be conquered, up we went. It was hot and reasonably steep, the 

views back over our shoulder were pretty impressive, Little Hellfire Beach, Shark Island, Richards Point 

and Codfish Island all laid out for us. 

 

At the top of the head, our first view of the expanse of beach that is Mason Bay magically appeared. It 

just kept on arcing out for miles. I don’t know that I have ever seen such a glorious view before. Truly 

amazing! 



It just kept on going, all the way to The Gutter and Ernest Islands. It sure looked like one hell of a walk 

and we still had to get down to it. 

 

Now this descent was really steep, thoroughly testing out the knees again. A small creek just before 

coming out onto the beach provided the opportunity for yet another cuppa. This was proving to be a 

solid day. 

 

Beach? What beach? What are all these boulders doing here? From up high they looked like sand, 

when standing on them they looked and felt like wobbly boulders. They seemed to go on forever. 

 

The “beach” was spectacular, arcing out in a big sweeping bay. Mason Bay is awesome. 

It is just impossible to describe the expanse of it all and the atmosphere that goes with it and do it 

justice, the beach, the sea, the sky, the wind, the sunshine, the wildlife and the remoteness. 

Best of all we had it to ourselves.  

 

Fortunately the tide was on the way out. The boulders finally gave way to sand and the going got a lot 

easier. 

 

Part way along we came to what we described as “The Pyramids”. These were large formations in the 

layered sand cliffs abutting the beach that looked like well, “Pyramids”. 

 

It was a long beach walk but it gave us the time to absorb the place. That is something that you just 

shouldn’t rush anyway. 

Finally we hit Duck Creek, (no ducks, only seagulls) and turned left into some low sand dunes for the 

final leg up to Mason Hut. 

We came across a sign that said 5 minutes to the hut. Either we were getting really slow or the sign is 

wrong or someone has a sick sense of humour, it seemed to take forever. 

 

That evening we discover that all our hut companions are leaving the trail tomorrow at Freshwater by 

water taxi. What do they know that we don’t? 

This prompts us to ask the volunteer DOC officer at the hut what the section of trail between 

Freshwater and North Arm is like. 

She says most people leave at Freshwater and that she has not walked that other section but knows a 

fit athletic person who has and they described it as “extreme”. 

 

But we weren’t scared, we are bushwalkers from Mackay, after all we have done the Dray track, 

backwards. 

 



    
 

    
 

    
 

    
 

 

 



Mason Bay Hut to Freshwater Hut 

At last, by all accounts and reports an easy 15km walk, all flat, with lots of boardwalk over the swamp to 

Freshwater Hut. 

That’s just what we ordered after the last couple of days. This was our chance for an easy rest and 

recovery day. 

 

The DOC officer had given us permission to explore around the Historic Homestead where she was 

staying on the way out to Freshwater. It was interesting to see, especially the old shearing shed. Makes 

you realise how tough life must have been only a few decades ago. 

We decided we would borrow the farm tractor and ride it to Freshwater. Jenny got behind the wheel but 

it would not start, not sure why. 

 

The walking was indeed easy. The countryside though was very open with not a lot of shade. Heatwave 

conditions were expected today according to the locals, the temperature was going to soar all the way 

to 27 degrees. At home that is the temperature I set my air conditioner at. 

 

The boardwalk through the swamp was very impressive, it just stretched out and out in front and behind 

you. Fortunately no one came the other way as there was no room to pass other than jumping into the 

swamp. 

 

“Danger! Do not proceed beyond this point if the water is above the orange marker” the sign said. Yep, 

there was the marker about 2 inches above the ground but thankfully no water. 

This marked the point where the trail followed along by a lovely swiftly flowing stream. The map called it 

Scott Burn which seems a funny name for stream. Duck Creek sounds a lot better. 

It was very nice piece of trail, a fast flowing creek lined by trees on both sides, lots of green birds with 

fluffy white bottoms singing away as we went (the birds not us). 

 

Finally the trail turned right at an old derelict bridge and left the creek. We were heading across what 

must be the valley of Freshwater River towards the hut. This valley virtually goes all the way North West 

via the Ruggedy Flats to the East and West Ruggedy Beaches that we had walked along days before. 

As there were no mountains in the way the wind suddenly became fierce and cool. In one section you 

could feel a change in the air. It felt like something was definitely brewing although the sky was clear 

and sunny. The wind was buffeting us sideways as we walked. We had to keep correcting our step 

because of it. 

If we had been on the boardwalk we would have been blown clean off it into the swamp. 

 

We entered a clearing and there were all our trail mates lazing about on the grass. We had reached 

Freshwater Landing where everyone was lounging around waiting for the water taxi to arrive on high 

tide. Over a swing bridge across Freshwater River and we were at the hut. 

 

Eerie was the only way to describe it, we were the only ones in the hut, all by ourselves. This being the 

connection point between the North West and Southern Trails we had expected it to be something of a 

mecca but it wasn’t. 



After everyone else had gone in the resulting quiet, that word “extreme” the DOC officer at Mason had 

used to describe the next section ate at the back of our minds. What are we doing here by ourselves? 

Do they all know something we don’t? It was obviously subconsciously bothering me because I spent 

the entire evening wearing my shirt inside out. 

 

By 6.30pm we had eaten and were in bed, it was eerie and disconcerting not having all the noise we 

had become accustomed to on previous nights. 

 

Just when we thought it impossible that anyone else would turn up, there were footsteps. In came an 

Architect from Auckland who had come up from the Southern Circuit trail. We never discovered his 

name but he was a very interesting guy and kept us intrigued for a couple of hours with his stories. 

 

Amazingly he asked us if we had heard about the guy who got choppered out with bad knees! 

The legend of the big bald man called Dan lives on even a week later, awesome. 

 

When we told him we were heading for North Arm tomorrow he predicted that we would find a much 

different class of walker there because it was part of the Great Walk. 

 

That night the change came, it blew and it poured down something absolutely ferocious. “I hope that 

goes away by tomorrow” was the thought trying its best to keep me awake for most of the night. 

 

    
 

    
 

 

 



Freshwater Hut to North Arm Hut 

We awoke to an absolutely gorgeous sunny day, seems to be the pattern here after nightly rain. The 

wind was still howling but was welcomingly cool. The main difference between this and other days was 

that the ground was soaked with pools of water lying around from last night’s downpour. 

 

I was in two minds about the map, it looked like we were in for a fairly easy start for a couple of 

kilometres but then we had to get up and over the 350m high Thomson Ridge line leading down from 

the Southern side of Rocky Mountain (549m). From there it was to be a lengthy creek/gully undulating 

experience around North Arm Inlet to the hut. 

 

Didn’t look “extreme” judging by the paper map but looked hard enough to warrant an early start. The 

contours looked very close together at that ridge line. 

 

As expected the first couple of km’s were very pleasant, even though it was not raining we got soaked 

from the vegetation and the pools of water we had to walk through left by the rain. 

It was worth it though as the forest was spectacular, particularly with the noise of the wind whistling 

through the trees. 

 

Soon we had to go up the ridge. The first 100m rise wasn’t too bad apart from the soggy mud, the rest 

well that is another story. 

The trail, turned into the most tangled assortment of tree roots and rocks and mud that we had 

experienced thus far, it was also the steepest. That was what was underfoot, overhead was just as 

tangled, we had to duck and weave under obstacles at the same time as negotiating the terrain 

underfoot. But that was not the end of it. 

We were essentially heading up the side of a mountain range. This South West side must have copped 

all the weather from last night. There were not just pools of water on the trail. Instead the trail had 

turned into a continuous waterfall. Yes that’s right, add all that up throw in a howling wind and you get 

somewhere near the picture. 

 

This was the only part where I was able to go uphill faster than Jenny. It was tough but absolutely 

awesome. Where else do you get to do this? For free. 

 

Eventually we got to the relatively flat section across the top of the ridge. Before venturing down to sea 

level again we took a well-earned rest. 

 

Down was along a narrow snaking ridge between two creeks, in places this became a near vertical drop 

clambering down tree roots. This was easily the steepest section of the whole trail. 

Jenny’s somewhat shorter legs were a distinct disadvantage here and took its toll on her stamina and 

her composure, there were indeed some huge steps. 

Once down and at the first available creek it was saucepan out for a cuppa, we deserved it. 

We were soaked and covered in mud and such from head to foot, what a sight we must have been. 

 

Working our way around North Arm Inlet was much easier in comparison, but it was still heavy going in 

places with mud, headlands and gullies to negotiate. 



There were great views to be had down through the inlet but my favourite part was the forest. 

The trees were different here, much larger and very significant in size. The howling wind made those 

trees creak and groan loudly, we dubbed it “The Creaking Forest”. It was awesome. 

 

“Great”, said Jenny, “I’m almost there and now a tree is going to fall on me and squash me”. Sounded 

like fatigue was creeping in I thought. 

The track became increasingly better the closer we got to the hut, but somehow we just weren’t moving 

any faster, I was doing a lot of waiting. That ridge had taken more than its fair share of some of us it 

seemed. There were still a few more undulations and protestations to go. 

 

Eventually there it was, North Arm Hut. As we approached we could see it looked busy. We could hear 

the sounds of merriment and through the windows we could see numerous card games and assorted 

social interactions going on. 

 

I prized my mud caked boots off and left them in a festering pool on the steps. Then I looked at my 

socks for a while and decided they had to come off too. Something is wrong? No sand flies here. 

Jenny did the same. 

 

We crashed through the door and thumped our not so pristine packs on the floor. 

I looked up. Everything had stopped except the crickets, total silence. We had brought the entire hut to 

a complete standstill. All I could see were lots of neatly dressed, incredibly clean and tidy people all 

dead in their tracks with their mouths hanging open gawking at us. 

It seemed frozen like that for ages. Well at least long enough to make me feel like Billy the Kid coming 

through the saloon doors in one of those old western movies. 

 

Eventually a timid woman’s voice said, “Where have you two come from?” 

I said, “Only from Freshwater today”. “We’ve just walked around the whole island”, added Jenny whilst 

waving her arm in a sweeping yet convincing arc around the map on the wall. 

“How long have you been out?” said the timid voice. 

“Oh, only 10 days” said Jenny, very matter of factly. 

 

The man on the piano in the corner broke into tune, the card games and the merriment resumed, just 

like in the old Western movies. Awesome! 

 

All of a sudden we were heroes and our fifteen minutes of fame had just begun. We were inundated. A 

man came up to Jenny and said “Here is a bucket, do you want a bath and I could light the fire to warm 

it up?” Another man was trying to offer me rum. The lady with the timid voice started boiling water for us 

to make tea. 

I hadn’t realised we looked or maybe smelt so bad. I guess compared to them we did. 

The architect man was right after all. 

 

A short time later I somehow ended up showing photos of the North West on my camera. According to 

Jenny I was surrounded by enthralled young ladies at the time. Awesome! 

 



What a day. 

 

    
 

    
 

 

North Arm Hut to Halfmoon Bay (last leg) 

So here we are the last day of walking, in reality it would only be a morning walk. 

I don’t know about anyone else but I always feel a little sad knowing that an adventure is coming to an 

end. 

 

This section is part of the Great Walk where mostly clean and tidy people walk. We expected it to be 

easy and it was, even tired as we were. 

 

We ticked over the kilometres fairly rapidly driven on I suspect by the burning desire to visit the “Kai 

Kart” at Oban by lunch time to imbibe in some Stewart Island Blue Cod and Chips. 

This had been our fantasy or some might say obsession for several days now, nothing was stopping us, 

straight to the Kart we went. 

 

From there straight to the backpackers for a bath and afternoon nap was the next priority. 

 

We celebrated the successful completion of the adventure with dinner and wine at the local pub. 

Tomorrow we would be on the ferry back to the mainland. 

 

What an awesome trip this had been, in my opinion the greatest one yet. 

 



Thanks Trooper Dan, if it wasn’t for you we may never have had the opportunity for this truly awesome 

experience. 

We were thinking of you and the others all the way and were sad that you couldn’t make it with us. 

 

There is one last gem that is begging to be shared. A cabbie picked us up in Invercargill after grocery 

shopping. He asked us “Where are you from?” We said “Mackay”. He then said and I kid you not, “A 

while back I picked up a guy and some ladies who were from there”. He added “The big bald guy had 

some kind of problem with his knees”. 

Seems the legend of Dan had now made it all the way to the mainland! 

 

    
 

Garry 

(Kiwi Hunter) 

 

 
 


